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Maria Luisa Taylor()
 
I am old, romantic woman. I love write memories of my life... I have a passion
for the stars, for life. Passion for write...
 
Peace.
 
Maria Luisa
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A Smile Is A Thousand Words
 
How can one smile such sweet smiles,
When life brings me nothing but tears,
Smile is a sing of care
I smile when I am sad
 
I need a smile to glitter my wolrd,
Smile is a magic, brings hearts together
Every smile has a rhyme
A smile is a thousand words
 
Smile when you see no reason for living
Smile for the good things in life
It makes your moment precious
Smile is the essence of life.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Always And Forever
 
Together you and I
Can touch rainbows if we try
Come together and be free
Love is being together
Together always and forever.
 
We belong together; the ocean,
can not keep us apart
We rise together, up into the sky
Our souls want to dance forever
Together always and forever.
 
Like two drops of dew
We were just meant to be
Held tightly in your arms
Two bodies, Two hearts,
One place, one dream.
 
You...
Me...
Together...
Always and forever...
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Beautiful
 
Iam beautiful
Not only because of the fullness of my lips
Honesty is beautiful
Talent is beautiful
 
You are beautiful
Not only because of color of your eyes
Beautiful thats what life is
Beautiful is what people think you are
 
Beautiful Songbirds at daybreak
Golden leaves raining from autumn trees
Listen to me whe I say
' You are beautiful, beautiful, beautiful
 
The world is beautiful 
 
Marisa Taylor
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Come And Paint My World
 
Glorious rainbow
How lovely are your colours
I can sing to you rainbow
The rainbow of colors
 
I am sitting on a rainbow
I have this rainbow that no,
One can see
 
Are the most beautiful I've,
ever seen
How wonderful you are,
My beautiful rainbow
 
Fell like dancing under a.
rainbow
I see a rainbow
Come and paint my world.
 
Les't the colors warm my life.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor....
 
2....2011
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Courage
 
Courage is doing what is right,
Courage it takes to speak the,
truth
Courage it takes to be yourself
Corage to stand out
 
Courage to be me
Courage is love,
It brings hope
Courage gives you the strenght,
To all weakenesses
 
Courage is something any,
one can achieve
The heart of love is,
Courage
Don't close your eyes on the wolrd,
There are many wo cares for you,
Face your life and its trials with,
a quiet mind and courageous,
Smile
 
Courage is my last name
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Dance Dance Dance
 
Dance in the moon light with,
All the stars in sight
Dance to the smiles
Dance in the shadows my love
Dance dance dance.
 
You may think I'm crazy
I'd dance in the moonlight
I'll dance when I want to
Please let me dance
Dance dance dance
 
Dancer take my hand to your,
Hand
I need to dance
Close your blue eyes,
Hold me in your arms and,
Dance dance dance.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Dream Of You My Love
 
I dream of you coming back to me
Dream lover I need your love and care
Dreams
Like snowflakes
Ever unique and never the same
 
I dream of knowing your velvet kiss
Where I'm always with you
A dream of flying high with joy,
and happiness
I dream of your touch while you
are away.
 
I remember the day,
You came into my life
May I have next dream with you?
You are near to me in my sould
When I dream of you
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Evil, I Call You! !
 
Evil
Don't listen to a word they say
Will let you be alone at times,
Needed most.
 
That evil eyes looks at you,
and lies
All the hateful things you said
and what you've put me through.
 
Evil
In the heart of people
Evil
Wont care if you die
 
Evil
Is all that I can perceive in you
So is your dark side,
Your evil.
 
Evil is you.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Fear
 
Fear of confusion,
Fear is alway there,
Fear stalks there,
Fear stalks us,
Fear of you
 
Fear is the smell of,
malicious grind of,
a walking devil
Fear of truth,
Everyone has fear
 
They don't even know,
where it comes from
 
The feeling ruling and,
runing this world
 
Fear of tomorrow
Fear was my one true enemy
Fear loses when I am close,
to you.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Happiness
 
Happines give me the strength,
I need
Happiness teaches us what the,
life means
A loving word and gentle kiss
It's like a sunflover; it follows,
the things you enjoy in your,
life
 
Happiness is the hey to success
Happiness never takes you down
You are my happiness
You sooth me when I am angry
 
Eliminating passion is not happiness
Happiness is
Having someone by  your side to,
love
 
One thing is happiness to me
is you.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Here You Are Again
 
Here you are again
 
Back in my memorie
My memory of you
No more lies, no more fights
 
Time and memory...
 
Hurst and blames always,
leaving their mark
I dont ever want to remember
That sadden sife of my life.
 
Memories turn into tears,
Pain and lies only sink,
into grey.
 
Memory
Here you are again,
Back in my memorie tearing
My heart apart.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Hope
 
What hope means
Hope is candle in the night
Hope is the beam of light that shines in the darkness
Hope is nothing if you don't believe
I hope that you will shine, as the brightest star
 
What I hope for is that hope itself is not lost.
When I have nothing left to believe in
Hope gives me the courage to old on
Hope comes when there is no way in sight.
 
I hope some day you feel my pain
I hope
We can be like this forever
I hope
We can hold hands each other.
 
Marisa Taylor
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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I Am A Woman
 
Some people say I am a
Brave woman,
A great woman.
 
Woman...
 
You are God's gift to the,
World.
Womans made of love
I know who I am
I am powerful in the
words I speak.
I am me.
 
Woman...
 
Woman is a heaven,
to man
I am a woman.
Always beyon
Comprehension.
I am unpredictable
Independent woman.
 
Woman...
 
A beautiful woman I am.
 
Woman...
You the essence of the heart.
I am me.
 
I am a woman.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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I Hate Everything About You.
 
I hate those who lie
I hate you
I hate your lies.
 
I do not know you
I hate you
 
I hate everything about,
You
I hate that you say you,
Care but you don't.
 
I hate you.
 
I hate for using me
I hate everything you,
Said.
 
I hate your voice
I hate yor looks.
 
I hate you.
 
I hate when you're,
Mad and take it out,
On me.
 
I hate the way you,
Talk to me
I hate the way you,
Make me feel.
 
I hate you.
 
I hate you for lying
I hate how you say,
You love me.
 
I hate you for treating,
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Me soo cold
I hate you for who you,
made me.
 
I hate you.
 
I hate that you fooled,
Me
I hate the way you,
Stay down low.
 
I hate the way you,
Made me feel
I hate that you hurt,
Me.
 
I hate you.
 
I hate you blamed it,
All on me
I hate everything you,
Do to me.
 
I hate you for all your lies,
And broken promises
I hate the way I met you.
I wish I never Did.
 
I hate you with all of my,
Being.
 
I HATE YOU.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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I Hope You'Re Proud
 
I hope you see what you have done
I hope you once loved me
 
I hope some day you feel my pain
I hope your heart breaks jus like,
Mine.
 
Pain running deep...deep down,
Into my soul.
 
I hope it hurts you.
I hope you get what you deserve.
 
I hope you find yourself
I hope you're happy now.
 
I hope you miss me.
 
I HOPE YOU'RE PROUD.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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I Need To Believe
 
The truth cleans your mind
Truth refreshes
Truth is solid
Truth is beauty, beauty is truth
 
The truth will stand when all,
else falls.
Truth is never broken or hurt
Truth is being honest with one another
Lie... People say lies in orden to cover
The truth.
 
What is truth?
Truth is... H'ard
I need to believed the truth in your words.
I need to believe.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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I See A Star Tonight
 
I see a star woundering whai is doing
Twinkling all the night
Star light... Star bright,
The most beautiful star in the sky
Sparkled like a diamon
 
I start to make a wish upon that,
Wishing star,
My lucky star
Shining with joy, ever so brilliantly
Shining star, shining star
 
You are my guiding star
The brightes star
The innocent star
Twinkle twinkle liltle star.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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I See Something Wrong
 
Some people care about,
you.
Some people don't care
Would people listen to,
our lies?
Why are people abused
I see something wrong
There are pretty people
There ugly people
People play
People talk
I'm tired of people messing,
With me.
I guess people hate the truth
Some people are bad
Some people care
Others don't
Why do people cry?
This is life
I don't understand
Some people like to talk
Some people like to walk
Why people argue over nothing?
People act crazy
Why are people always cheating?
People that are lost
I admire people that have respect,
for others.
 
We are the people of the earth
What really goin on?
I really don't know
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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I'M Feeling All Alone
 
I've always said this is a big big world
And now I'm lost in this world
Lost feeling...
Lost love...
Lost and confused,
Even broken and used.
 
Lost everything for love
I'm so lost
Im dying inside
When trus is lost, how can things,
move forward?
 
I'm feeling all alone
I'm lost in my feelings
I'm lost in everything.
 
I los him...
I los his heart.
 
Wanted to write a poem
But lost the words
I've lost everything and I don't,
Know why.
 
I'm lost in this world
My mind is lost
I cant seem to trust anyone
Thoughts of nothing
No dreams or goals
I'm lost in this world.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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I'M Running But To Where?
 
Running, running
There is nothing lef to do.
Running...
Away from my tears
Away from my pen
Running to know who I,
am.
 
Running
But you, don't know what,
You're,
Running from.
Running in circles
Going nowhere.
I'm saying Goodbye
I am runnning away.
 
Never stop runnning
Words running throught,
My mind.
Running away,
Like the coward,
Like him
Horrible words
I am running and runnning,
For you.
 
I m running but to where?
I can't believe
That I've put up with you lies.
Im running from the past..
Running out the pain.
Running with out you.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Inspiration
 
Inspiration by the light of day
Love is the inspiration for the
Heart to sing a tune
What gives inspiration to you and me
 
Inspiration really comes from everywere
Love conversation you've shared with,
me gives inspiration deep inside,
My soul
 
Inspiration It help us to learn
Inspiration comes from deep within
Inspiration takes my pain.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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I'Ve Been Betrayed
 
Trust is very big word
A light that shines in your eyes
Trust is faith
Trust is something you believe in
Trust means the world
 
Without trust there is no love
Love and trust should walk,
Hand in hand.
The man I loved
My trust was broken
I share with them my whole,
Life.
 
My heart is empty
Its cold as ice
I feel lonely
How can I trust you
After all the lies you told.
 
I've been betrayed
I thought I could trust you
Never thought that you,
could do that.
I feel lonely
Feeling scared
My heart is broken
I've been betrayed.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Kiss My Heart
 
Kiss me and hold me tightly to you
Kiss me like a flower in the sun.
I can feel your magical touch.
 
kiss me softly
One more kiss
The kiss of passion
kiss, like wind on air.
 
Kiss me please
One kiss you gave me
Kiss me, kiss me.
The warmth of your lips.
 
Come and lay beside me
Love me sweetly
Love me... kiss me one more, my love.
Your soft lips against mine.
 
Kiss my heart and sai I'love you.
Maria Luisa Taylor
 
  12 / 15 /2013
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Life Is A Dance For You To Dance...
 
Life is every where
Life
Life is a challenge
Life is a gift
 
Life is a chance
Life is a tragedy
Life is lonely
Life is pain
 
Life is full of frustration
Life is a mystery
Life is love
Life is made of hurt
 
Life is not a bed of roses
Life is a dance for you to dance
Life is every state of mind
What is life?
 
Life is a puzzle, solve it
Life is full of unexpected
Life is unexplainable
 
Life.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor...
 
   2....2011
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Life Is Challence Accep It
 
Life is a word of wonders
Life is lonely
Life is joyful
What is life when all you,
do is breath
Life's a gift now you're wiht me
 
Life is full of frustation
Life can grab you anytime
Life remains always silence
Life is challenge, accep it
Life is not a bed of roses
 
What is life?
Life is a puzzle, solve it
A sweet memory of,
Childhood is life
Purpose of life is to grow
 
Challenge of life is to,
overcome
Life Goes on.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Lonely.
 
Lonely on the land I walk
Lonely are the nights
Lonely are the days
Lonely and empty.
 
A lonely star in the night sky
Alone in the walks of life
A lonely day
A lonely tear falls down.
 
I am lonely and I am scared
Only one star graces the blue sky
As lonely as me.
Hold my hand.
 
I feel lonely, very lonely.
 
Marisa Taylor
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Lost
 
Lost in thought
Los in fear
I am lost in your heart
Lost in a world, that scares me to death
 
Lost poem
lost feeling
Lost in the dark
Lost in the memories and wonderful sights
 
Lost cares
Lost everything for love
Lost the winter
Lost the summer
 
Needing to find myself,
but i dont think I can
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Love Me..............
 
I want to be just you and me
I can feel your warm sking below
Vibrant colors flyng of gift giving
I want to love every inch of you
Like the rivers flows tirelessly
with hearts beating as one.
 
Love Me....
 
Ignite the passion
Because passion is where I
Belong.
Your lips moist like the dew,
Drops on a rose.
Passion burns
! Faces face.
 
Love Me....
 
Lying in each others arms
Wanting to feel your touch
 
Love Me....
 
I want to be just you and me.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Music Can Tell A Story
 
I hear the music
Music is love
Music is life
Music can tell a story
 
Music cheers
But also brings memories
What's so special about music?
When I listen to music it takes me'
to another world.
 
Music is my passion
Music soothes the soul
Music can take away the pain
Our life is music.
 
Music inspires me
The music flows through me
Do you hear it?
The beats of music.
 
Come dance with me tonight.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Oh How I Love You!
 
My love I love you
I can't see anyone like you my love
You love is brightening my life
I love the way you look at me,
 
I love the way you care
My love I love you
I love your beautiful blue eyes
I love your soft lips.
 
I love you
Oh how I love you!
I do love you.
 
Love is emotion
Love is gentle
Love is divine
I love you more than words can,
explain.
 
I love you
Oh how I love you!
I do love you.
 
I love to hear your voice
I love it when your lips touch mine.
Love is passion
I need you my love
 
I love you
Oh how I love you!
I love you so much more,
Each and every day.
 
I love you
Oh how I love you!
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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One Lonely Tree
 
Lonely are the nights
Lonely are the days
Alone in the walks of life
One lonely tree
Lonely on the land I walk
Lost, wondering, confused
Like the lonely winter tree
 
Lonely smiles
On tears lonely lonely cry
I'm nowhere to be found
I feel lonely without your love
One life with a lost soul.
 
Lonely.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Pain In My Mind
 
Pain in my mind
Pain is what I go through,
Everyday
This pain fills me
Pain stuffed inside of me
Pain of stress on my life
 
You can feel the pain in my heart
I hide the pain behind the smile
I see myself in the past and I,
Dont want to return
I never knew how much pain,
cant hurt.
 
The memories of pain live,
on and on,
So much sadness in me
Years have passed,
Life begins again.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Painful Tears
 
I hurt inside
My heart is broken in two...
Do you see it bleeding in,
my hand?
A heart that's bound in,
Agony
My mind says to hate him,
My heart say you know you,
Love him.
Paint a smile on my face
try to hide the pain.
My heart is bleeding,
Because of you.
To you I entrusted my heart -,
My very soul
You make my eyes cry,
Drowning internally in these,
Painful tears.
 
My heart will never trust you
I still hurts soo much
I'll never let you in.
 
I don't know why you broke,
My heart and just tore it apart.
 
Only because of you.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Passion
 
Passion for the stars
Passion for the ocean
A moment of passion so easily shared,
With no fear o regret.
Passion is the eagerness to wake up with the light
 
A moment of passion I'll never forget
My passion found me
And what is my passion?
Passion and lust takes my mind
 
Passion the power to love,
The speed of passion: Furios
Passion is something you see
Passion its something you are.
 
Marisa Taylor
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Peace
 
Peace to the world
Like a flower in the sky
Peace
Peace-overcoming evil with good be
Peace
 
Give me peace I won't cry anymore
White dove symbol of peace
Peace can be found deep down in the heart
Peace in the winds that sleep upon the deep
 
I want peace
Peace in my personal space
I want peace in my feelings
Cloth me in white
The color of peace
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Silence
 
Silence means you never hate me
Silence means you need some time
Silence force that drives the world
Silence
 
Silence when we think
Silence is an adsence
Silencio speaks
Silence is what I fear
 
The silence cry
Frozen tears of the heart
Silence seems to be charming
In silence I'm missing you so much
 
Marisa Taylor
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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So Angry, So Sad
 
Anger is a form of fear
Anger is a force that can never die
Anger building up
Anger is a virus
Anger is a like vicious circle it goes,
around and around
Anger,
The root of all evil
Anger is such a strong emotion
So angry,
So sad
Anger is bubbling away at me
I have good reason to be angry
No one understand,
No one cares
It tears out my heart
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Sometimes
 
Sometimes I feel alive
Sometimes I feel dead
Sometimes, I want to laugh
Sometimes I feel like Im left out,
Sometimes
 
Sometimes you dont want hear anything
Sometimes you cant do anything right
Sometimes I feel my life's just a big,
Nightmare
Sometimes, what the hell was I thinking
 
Sometimes it hurts to be here
Sometimes Im not sure, where Im goin
Sometimes I walk without seeing
Sometimes in life we get scared
 
Sometimes I wish it were happening,
To you
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Sweet Kiss
 
Kiss me,
Kiss me and tell me everything,
will soon be okay,
Kiss me slowly
One more kiss to keep me,
sane
The kiss of passion
 
Kiss me with promises that,
you'll always be there
I can feel your magical touch,
When you kiss me
A kiss from your sweet lips,
Last a lifetime
That kiss
 
Your kiss,
The taste still ligerds on,
my lips
I feel it's presence there,
A forbidden kiss
Kiss me tonight without,
Saying anything
 
Crawl your lips on mine and,
give me a kiss
Kiss me like you have never,
kissed before
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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The Child
 
Deep down inside there's a child,
A child tha'ts abused,
A child that couln't smile,
A child that a sick person,
used
 
Give this child what she needs,
Love, shelter,
Inocent child
Love was a child who smiled,
Love was a child who jumped,
in puddles in the rain
 
Beautiful child, being so small,
You inspire me soo big
Precious moments my san,
first steps,
Sweet is the smile,
On the face of a child
 
Listen to the child in your,
Heart.
Dear God, take care of,
The little childs on this,
World.
 
To be a mother is the most,
Beautiful feeling in the world.
 
Thank you God for my child.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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The Memory Of You
 
You walked in to my life,
Of those great moments,
when we are together.
In my own remembering,
I can see so many things
His blue, blue eyes
Are just a memorie.
 
Oh sweet memorie
Its painful to let something,
go, after so long.
Your memorie,
Tearing us apart,
Fear of moving on.
How we used to love each,
Other.
 
No more lies
No more tears coming from,
my eyes.
You serve as my sunset in life
The memory of you
You loved me from the star.
Moments I treasure.
 
Memories
I wrote your name in the,
stars.
I still love him.
The memorie of a kiss
I close my eye's,
You become just a,
 
Memorie in my life.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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This Living Thing Called Love
 
I reach out to you with longing arms
But I feel nothing,
This living thing called love gets,
Inside you burrows itself deep,
in your heart it can either give
you great joy or it can rip your
world apart.
 
You can't escape the hurt
You can't dogge the pain
It comes down and slams you
Like a vicious torrid rain.
 
I guess I'l have to leave your side
And turn my face around although
It hurst so much inside
Although my soul will die.
 
I wish you could remember
Everything we share.
 
I reach out to you with longing
arms...
 
But I feel Nothing.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Time And Time And Time Again
 
Time created the universe
A time to fill our hearts,
With joy
A time for silence and,
A time to scream.
There is a time for poetry
 
Find time to embrace,
Someone when they,
are cool
Time to love and laugh,
one more.
Its time to be strong.
 
Times fades the cuts,
but the scars never,
Go away
Time and time and,
Time again.
 
Somewhere in time,
We fell in love,
Make up your mind,
Take me or leave me.
 
Time is something I,
Dont have.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Tired Of Living A Lie
 
I 'Am sick of all the crying
I 'am sick of not knowing
I'am sick of not showing
I' am sick, of people
I'm sick of pretending is
all perfect.
 
Tired of living a lie
sick of loving you
Tired of the tear I cry
Sick of anger
Sick of pain in my heart
Sick of having to do this
Again.
 
Marisa Taylor
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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Veronica   (My Loving Dog  I Miss You So Much.)
 
The most beautiful star in the sky
A star that looks down on me
That star shines brighter then light
Very loving you are, and love you
I do.
 
You my wonderful delight
A star magical
Shine and shine my loving star
My star is always with me.
 
So special to me
Way out in space
The brightest star in the sky
O star, how I miss you.
 
I miss you, my dear friend
I see you light in the night
Shining very  bright
The most beautiful star
On the sky.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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What Is Beauty?
 
There is so much beauty in life
Beauty is a gift of God
Beauty is in the heart wich touches,
another
Simplicity is beauty.
 
Beauty of sun setting in to ocean,
in evening
Truth is beauty, beauty is truth
Beauty is the best treasure for,
one's eye
the beauty of a love that is real.
 
Bright colors of the rainbow,
the beauty of spring
What is beauty?
Beauty is you.
 
Maria Luisa Taylor
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